
E x p e r i e n c e   t h e   D i f f e r e n c e

We Deliver System Integration and Development Services 
for Oracle Retail and NetSuite Solutions.

For clients ranging from small chains to the world’s most recognized brands, BTM Global delivers a 
range of implementation and integration services for Oracle Retail and NetSuite solutions. 

Solution Consulting n Implementation and Deployment n Integration
Custom Application Development n Support 

n��Implementations in as little as 7 weeks

n��First Xstore implementation in the cloud

n���First-of-its-kind Oracle Retail Price  
Management upgrade

n���+30 EMV payment integrations covering 
+11 payment authorizers

n���Average of 5 implementation projects  
per customer

n��30 NetSuite certifications

n��95% customer retention rate

n���Data migrations from simple projects to  
millions of records

 n���Efficient implementations that minimize 
operational disruptions

 n���Only firm to build NetSuite localization for 
Vietnam that meets NetSuite requirements

If you’re considering an Oracle or NetSuite project, or need to optimize 
what you currently have, contact us today at 612.238.8800
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Our Approach is Strategic 
Our teams are strategic advisors, problem solvers and proactive partners who 
leverage their industry expertise to offer the best solution. 

Our Expertise is Diverse 
Our teams are seasoned and diverse, giving you a more holistic partner who 
understands your business objectives and can tackle challenges more quickly 
and creatively. 

Rescuers 
Have a system integrator that isn’t up to your 
expectations? Contact us. We regularly rescue 
organizations from partners that over promise 
and under deliver.

Repeatable Clients 
Our clients aren’t just referenceable. They return 
to us again and again. In fact, we average five 
implementations per client.

Employees, not Contractors 
Get a reliable, engaged and consistent team for 
the entirety of your project. On future projects, 
don’t start from scratch with a new team.

“BTM pushed us to think 

critically about the solutions, 

driving the implementation, 

and providing strategic  

guidance on what’s best for 

our business needs.”
-  SCHEELS

“The BTM Global team brings 

invaluable NetSuite experi-

ence that has enabled us to 

put together a project that 

moved quickly to address our 

challenges while minimizing 

disruptions to our bicoastal 

operations.”

- KRISS USA

“BTM Global brings expertise 

to implementing Oracle Retail 

Xstore Point of Service in the 

cloud. This experience led us to 

a successful implementation in 

record time to deliver the best 

customer experience.”

– Marshall Retail Group

Experience our different approach. It’s why so many clients return  
to us to implement additional projects, address new problems and 
provide other services to make their business operations more  
seamless, efficient and profitable.

Our clients choose us because of our comprehensive 
approach and deep industry expertise. 


